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Hamas’ election victory in 2006 resulted in the movement becoming
an important player in Palestinian politics, internally, regionally and
internationally. Hamas successfully positioned itself as an alternative to
the politics of the Fatah party, and as a result, both parties compete not
only for support within the Palestinian Territories themselves, but also
regionally and internationally.
The ensuing axes of partnerships that developed embedded the division
between Hamas and Fatah within a regional struggle between an ‘axis of
moderation’ and an ‘axis of rejection’. Therefore, events in neighboring
countries, especially in Egypt, have had a noticeable impact on Palestinian
politics and the position of the competing political fractions vis-á-vis the
relative strengths of the axes.
Both Hamas and Fatah have rarely missed a chance to take advantage of
the other’s relative weakness and have made little progress to overcome
their differences. Thus, reconciliation appears a distant goal. At the same
time, while regional powers have viewed Hamas and Fatah as players in a
its advantageous position and control over the Palestinian territories.
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The most important external players in the internal
Palestinian arena can be described as:
The Palestinian situation has become more prone
to external intervention since the political division

Palestinian life in its capacity as the occupier
of vast areas of the Palestinian territories, and
in light of its direct relationship with the internal

the coming period suggests that certain parties will
be trying to work on bridging the gap between the
Palestinian foes (Fatah and Hamas) to end the state
of division among them and unify them, while other

the pressure it exerts on the Palestinian Authority
(PA) not to sign the reconciliation agreement
with Hamas.
Egypt: which is geographically adjacent to the

situation and deepen it.
Fatah or Hamas—consider as a ‘big sister’ to
whom they turn to as they strive to end their
political division. Egypt has been a major player
in spite of the changes in the political leadership
governing it during the past three years, whether
the overthrowing of former President Mubarak
in the wake of January 2011 revolution or the
ousting of deposed President Mursi at the hands
of the army in July 2013; and the changes

moral and media support. They have sought to take
advantage of those parties’ understandings of the
rules of the international game in order to maintain
policies in their interests. They are feeling the winds
of a ‘cold war’blowing around them between the two

Palestinians in both phases.

in the Arab world.
with several Palestinian factions, the most
regional support has not exceeded the political
dimension and ‘diplomatic marketing’, and excluding

support to these two Palestinian movements,
prior to the cooling down of their relations in

tensions between the Palestinians and their regional
allies in the past few years.Yet those tensions
have revealed that these foreign powers, whether
supportive of Hamas or Fatah, are not considering
severing their relations with the Palestinians entirely.

two years ago. Fatah, on the other hand, views
Palestinian affairs.
Turkey: Acountry, which all Palestinians are
strengthening ties with, without any of them
being angered on the grounds that its role
does not exceed political, and media support,or
itsexplicit ‘non-position’ in favor of either side.
which accords Hamas special importance and
provides it with clear political support in light of
its hosting of the leadership of its politburo.
through military support only, which it provides
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Transformation in the Map of the
Palestinian Political Leadership

by the existence of two different visions for managing the
manifest the contradiction between the resistance
track championed by Hamas and the negotiations led

authorities, the geographic separation between the
mistrust which we have outlined earlier, and making
the possibilities of understanding and behaving with an
Whoever follows Palestinian affairs can notice that
Palestinian institutions are weak to a great extent and
havenot been able to take decisions properly, therefore
compounding the crisis of the PA. This weakness
for the Palestinians and dispersal of the geographic

has been witnessing successive crises:
external pressures and the multiplicity of factions and
constraints, priorities and political program. There
is a state of tension and strain between an armed

fragmenting the political decision. Those factions and

and imposing new formulas for managing the
confrontation and a pragmatic nationalist track
that has adapted to Arab realism and present
capabilities.

program. Furthermore, the PA bore huge economic
and administrative burdens, which should not have
been shouldered by a liberation movement. As the

result of the political division and security chaos,
was handicapped:thus the PA entered a new era.
efforts in the West Bank. Hamas accuses the PA of
pursuing it and attempting to uproot it in the West
Bank, while the two sides are exchanging mutual
media and security campaigns against each other.

the dialogue process, even when they came in the
agreements signed by the Palestinian Liberation
expressions that convey the same meaning one
way or another.
As such, the contrast between the various parties’
understanding of the concept of political participation
government and its ministers, and includes neither
participation as a much larger framework which ends
with taking the general political decision within the
Palestinian national program through the leadership

The results of the 2006 parliamentaryelections, which
were won by Hamas, were not only a surprise for many
local and regional political elites who did not hide their
dismay at its ascension to leadership in a democratic
way, but the result also triggered offan important
strategic shift in the way the regional actors dealt
with the Palestinian case. The results of the elections
convinced many that the difference between Fatah
and Hamas had little to do withpolitical programs,
but was rather a struggle for power, and from Fatah’s
perspective, Hamas’ success was little more than a
‘coup’ against the previous political system.

national movement.

Although large strata hoped that Hamas’ participation
in power would constitute an important step toward

The situation became more complicated, thereby
fueling the political dispute, the disagreements over

Palestinian political arena, which had only just started.
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Hamas was considered an opposition party to Fatah,
up until the second elections in 2006, when it won the
elections and shifted from an opposition group to the
leading party. Hamas won the majority of Legislative

declared a state of emergency and Hamas’ executive
forces were outlawed and banned and their members
were pursued and punished.
These successive developments led to existence of two
separate governments, thereby deepening the division
within the Palestinian arena. Executive, legislative and
in complete isolation from their counterparts in the
opposition’s positions: Hamas became the leading
opposition, and Fatah became the leading political elite
in the West Bank which controlled its affairs, therefore
taking back the political authority after almost one
year, while Hamas and its political elite returned to the
position of the opposition.
The division between the two largest forces in the
Palestinian arena created an important pretext for
main point of contention between the two parties is
undoubtedly their disagreement over their political

Palestinian society for achieving the desired unity, the
the possibility of achieving it,with each side blaming
the other for disrespecting the signed agreements,

Both Palestinian sides - Fatah and Hamas - work
doing so, they take advantage of the material support
provided by Arab and western regional and international
and diverse network of service societies in various
sectors such as health, education, agriculture, women
and youth.
This institutional infrastructure has provided both
These institutions have distinguished themselves with
the gentle demeanor of their cadres and their good
The political factions consider those institutions a
central means of penetrating and expanding within the
Palestinian society through establishing schools and
kindergartens, libraries, blood banks and health clinics,
vocational training centers for women and sports clubs
for youth. The factions have raised funds and set up
charities to help the needy and expand the activities of

causes of the wide popularity enjoyed by some political
movements among the Palestinians, especially
to enjoy popular support in light of its adoption of the
masses’ problems and concerns which were ignored
by the PA and its longstanding efforts to solve them
through the charities, economic institutions, clinics
and hospitals, sports clubs, orphanages and houses
committees, kindergartens, schools and universities

interest, unwillingness to concede power, disbelief
Therefore, freedoms continued to be violated and the
division persisted.

support from regional powers which supported either
the Hamas Movement, which received the largest
share due to its good reputation and clean hands, or
the Fatah Movement, which was unable to receive
foe due to deliberate and exaggerated distortion and
accusations of corruption.
The period of the internal Palestinian division between
Fatah and Hamas represented a window of opportunity
for those institutions as both sides sought to take
advantage of their existence, especially on the internal
5
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kept moving one way or another, affected by the Arab
Fatah and Hamas, a golden opportunity in various
from their regional context. They may strengthen
their regional alliances and relations or weaken them,
depending on circumstances, because regional
interactions with the Palestinian reality are existent,
continuous,abundant and inseparable. Each affects
the other and in turnbecomes affected by it.

Hence, both sides are trying to take advantage of this

ofpolitical work. However, this subjects them to pursuit
and occasional closure by the two governance systems

alliances in more detail by shedding light on what may
assistance provided to the Palestinians.

international activity aimed at providing assistance

their Allies

and Malaysia, as well as a large number of regional,

The Palestinian elections were held in 2006 in an
extremely sensitive international and regional climate
and an atmosphere of tension, threats and interventions
in the internal affairs of many Arab countries. The election
process proceeded transparently, democratically
and with integrity, and achieved a positive leap in

to the siege and Hamas’ imposition of control over
assistance provided since then are part of the ‚political
money‘ which parallels western and American support
provided to the PA in the West Bank.

parties and personalities, which they felt were capable
of expressing their political needs and addressing their
daily concerns.
institutions, pledges were made to provide $4.6 billion to

The elections accomplished a democratic process, which
was not isolated or remote from its Arab environment,

by the war, provided those funds did not end up in the

strata of the Palestinian people confronted the American
and European dictations and conditions, which aimed
at barring Hamas from practicing its democratic right
within the framework of the Palestinian political life.

remained ink on paper, and none of themreached the

The elections were held under tense regional
circumstances charged with contradictions and
interactions caused by the crises experienced by the
countries of the region and the regional alliances and

shows that it served the purpose of expressing political

central issue and is an Arab affair as much as it is a
Palestinian one. As such, the Palestinian positions

cooperation with UNRWA, provided the Ministry
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and emergency supplies, launched an emergency
intervention program to relieve the agricultural,
economic and emergency housing sectors,
renovated and repaired damages in schools and
health facilities, and provided service facilities with
a new regional or international role or out of genuine
solidarity with the Palestinian people. Although those

Malaysia contributed several benevolent projects
thousands of needy Palestinian families residing

stances, that did not prevent from sending periphrastic
messages in line with those countries’ adopted
policies.There was symmetry between the positions

leaders declared on more than one occasion that they
order to provide additional relief assistance as well
as development projects for its besieged residents.

have stated that Hamas ascended to power through
elections; therefore they were supporting a legitimate
government.

especially from the Gulf, European Muslims, the

Muslims from France and Britain use intermediaries

Hamas Movement

to the Hamas government throughout the past
period represented its main source of support that
enabled it to shoulder the burdens of governance

The Relationship with Turkey
of this support, it is obvious that Hamas would

Turkish President
gained
massive popularity in Palestine. Any person strolling

international siege without it.

images of him, and the many shops named after him.
noted many new born babies being named after the
Turkish President, out of love for him and respect
to abandon their hopelessness vis-à-vis the desired
support from their Arab brethren.

those countries that did so a chance to become major
players in the Middle East. As such, those countries’
aggressive positions against it were not momentary,
reactionary or emotional, but were the result of a
rational evolution which expressed their new policy

national unity and what may be referred to as
setting the ground for it to make the best choice; one
that entails abandoning other positionsit has exploited

unjust, illegitimate, illegal and immoral, so there was no

This explains why the Palestinians, both their armed
wing and their negotiating wing, or Hamas and
Fatah, maintainbalanced relations with Ankara. The
7
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PA believes that deep relations with Turkey give it a
degreeof regional respectability, one that has receded
after the demise of its main ally President Mubarak and
ascension of President Mursi to power in Egypt, and

The Palestinian ’rapprochement’ with Turkey coincided
considered until recently the Hamas closest allies - due

the peace process and constantly calls for negotiations

which broke out more than two and a half years ago
and has left tens of thousands of dead, prompted
Hamas to alienate itself from the regime and align with

considered clear support for Fatah’s position.
Hamas, on the other hand, considers Turkey and

Tehran and Damascus that ’the Palestinian card’ may
be pulled from their regional calculations. Those fears

which has been suffering from shocks whose outcomes
are unpredictable. Nothing proves this more than the
let alone the continuous receptions of the movement’s

When the Palestinians express their preference

within Turkish decision-making circles.

strata, from the resistance and the negotiation streams
alike, are ‘inclined‘ toward the former’s adoption of their
cause more than the latter’s support. Although they
welcome everyone, Ankara is different from all others
in many ways, the most important of which are:

bridge to the European continent and the international
community, and considers it the most important country
which can play the role of mediator with the European
is in desperate need for such mediation due to the

ideological stances, which it seeks to impose on
efforts to explain its political position to those countries.
international community portray the Palestine

mediator that would introduce it to the Europeans and
contribute to bridging viewpoints, and that would even
try with its European friends to remove it from the list of

perception is absent on the Turkish side, and
saves the Palestinians the trouble of paying ’bills’
they cannot pay.

Turkey is aware of the role it is playing on behalf of
Hamas and has accepted to play it because it gains

Nonetheless, in less than two years, Hamas
‘repositioned’ itself within the existing network of
regional alliances. While it was considered for more than
a decade a member of the ‘rejectionaxis’ in the region,

and Hamas movements and can succeed where others

gradually to another axis that does not have a name,
which encompasses Egypt’s Mursi (before his ousting)

formula for peace in the Middle East and contributing to

the ‘moderation axis’, which existed prior to the Arab
revolutions and which was headed by Egypt’s Mubarak
and the United Arab Emirates. That ‘moderation axis’
is beginning to reemerge in the region these days in
the wake of the changes in Egypt after June 2013. The
are increasing once again as a result of the isolation of
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closure of the tunnels. The efforts made by both sides
indicate that their loss of each other was not complete
and permanent although their relations were strained
in the short term.
of its victory in the 2006 elections. That period was

Hence, the warming of the relations between Hamas

providing assistance to the Palestinians. Relations

be normal. They may be ‘friendly’countries but they will
not become ‘allies’. Things may go further, depending
on two developments: the outcome of the civil war in
it, and the Hamas-Arab rapprochement, especially
has not lost hope in restoring its relations with Hamas
despite the present severance of relations because it is
interested in such relations and considers losing them
a huge loss that cannot be compensated by any other
gain.

considered the results of that summit “incomplete and

unjust and unfounded on any legal or moral legitimacy
Government, and many of his ministers to express

and the means of such possible intervention, especially

and continuous support to the Palestinian people,

may render the proverb “my enemy’s enemy is my
behalf.

grants and projects(rather than cash assistance).
had stopped by making an unprecedented declaration

The latter is methodically and ideologically closer to

clear in the strong relationship the two sides developed.
and accomplishments on the ground.
2013 for a mini summit to address the reconciliation
between Fatah and Hamas.

of their relations and Hamas’ movementtowards the
Mursi’s ousting).
positive openness to Hamas, it is not possible to say

The recent developments, represented by Mursi’s
ousting in July 2013, have made Hamas think about

for its armed resistance. Hence, it is obvious that the

interest dictates devising tactical steps in order not to
lose its strength on the ground.

political movement. As such, we notice that the image
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Future of the Relationship with Egypt

primarily for the political movement of Hamas, which

The ‘feeling of shock’ is the proper expression of

the affairs of the Hamas government.
what it received from Damascus between 2000 and

manifested in its inability to devise a clear position
toward the ongoing developments in Egypt.

Hamas as part of its political system in the region,
especially in light of the existence of core differences in

Hamas’ shock and its inability to deal with the
accelerating developments came at the background of
its apprehension toward the continuous loss of regional
powers which it had waged on for political, economic

as a result of these relations.
the Muslim Brotherhood to power in Egypt and what
seemed as indications of the forging of a Turkish-

Despite its renewed relations and expected alliance

could have given Hamas a sense of compensation for
express its reservations in an objective and respectful
order to create a balance in its political relations.

Fatah were noticeably affected by the loss of the Muslim

policy toward the Palestinian reality in general, and
Hamas Movement in particular, emanated from a desire
to play the role of the mediator who holds all cards in

especially in the face of a new regime in Egypt aiming to
Hamas hopes for Turkish support and the restoration
Egyptian ally. At the same time, Hamas will maintain the

with Hamas have aimed at alienating it from the
to push Hamas toward further methodical pragmatism
in its practice of politics.

Although three months have passed since the toppling
of Mursi’s rule in Egypt, Hamas is yet to devise a clear
policy on the nature and future of its relations with the
made by many of its leaders that the Egyptian regime
other hand, accusations that Hamas was intervening
in internal Egyptian affairs are piling up day after day,
are increasingly present in the Egyptian media and
are commonly held by senior security personnel and
political parties. However, most local and international
observers are convinced that such accusations are
false and baseless.
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Meanwhile, the present Egyptian regime considers
Hamas an extension of its political foe represented by

The reason for the Arab countries’ lack of commitment
to this affect is the PA’s mismanagement of Arab

As such, the Egyptian regime implemented a policy of
only crossing to the outside world,and not opening it
except in purely humanitarian circumstances, as well

are: Will the money be spent appropriately, and will
all money be spent on the Palestinian people, or will

Hence, there are no indications that the present Egyptian
regime will adopt a lenient policy toward Hamas. To the
contrary, all indications imply that it will tighten its grip
for the sake of inducing internal collapse. The Egyptian
state’s relations with countries considered to be friends

devise some temporary patchwork solutions to its crisis
-a crisis,which seems to be tightening its grip around
the PA’s neck day after day. The PA’s crisis has cost its
them to bear burdens they should have never borne:the
Palestinians are still a people under occupation who

deteriorated because they labeled Mursi’s ousting as
a military coup; therefore, those countries do not have
any leverage to exert pressure on Egypt to ease the

conditions,leading someone looking from outside the
borders to view them as the problem, not as part of the
solution.

Mubarak’s era.

The necessity of this discussion is increasing in light of
the continuous erosion of the PA’s control, represented
by the absence of the central government and the
well as the deepening internal differences and the

Palestinian Authority

about the extent of its stability and sustainability.

While regional and international support for the

assistance to the PA is stumbling on all levels as well.

Nonetheless, the recent developments in the Arab
region, especially in the countries that are considered
to be supportive of the PA, particularly Egypt, are
considered an indicator of the general direction of

about the possibility of the PA’s internal collapse or

situation. Prior to the Arab revolutions, the balances
of power in the region evolved primarily around two
patterns of alliances forged in relation to position on

Mahmoud Abbas uttered such threats late last year.

referred to as ’the axis of moderation’ and included

an impasse due to a series of successive developments,

and chronic situation leads to delaying the payment
a global economic crisis, which has handicapped the
as well as regional and international preoccupation
with other more pressing issues, the Palestinian cause
has been relegated down the list of the priorities of both

broke out in early 2011, formed a major basis for
the Muslim Brotherhood group’scandidate ascended
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to power in Egypt, the map of Palestinian coalitions
began witnessing signs of reformation.

PA as the legitimate representative of the Palestinian
people. The Jordanian position towards the PA was

Moreover, the PA is well aware of the anticipated
Egyptian role in the coming period, especially as signs

monarch to Ramallah in the end of 2012, following
accession of Palestine as a member of the United
Nations, which came to express Jordan’s blessing of

in the Middle East are reemerging. Those signs include
strengthening of the moderation axis once again, and
even more than before, tocoincide with resumption of
The PA made no secret of its pleasure with the
emergence of the conditions for the return of the axis,

relative openness towards Hamas in order to control

on its side, especially in the wake of the ousting of
President Muhammad Mursi (who represents the
Muslim Brotherhood Group). That axis supports peace

Arabia in early 2010 as part of an Arab tour, which also
Bahrain.
However, these countries now have a different
approach toward their relations with Hamas, which will
undoubtedly be impacted by the extreme antagonism

political coalition with Riyadh, Amman and Abu Dhabi,
welcome Mursi‘s ousting.

countries have towards Muslim Brotherhood streams
The PA sent a strong message of support to the new
regime in the form of the visit of President Abbas to
of what Hamas refers to as aillegitimatecoup.

internal Gulf affairs.

Meanwhile, the map of the PA’s relations witnessed
developments as a result of the developments

The severity of this approach will be alleviated

new strategic environment where new interactions
to combat the escalating internal protests led by the
Muslim Brother to rearrange its Palestinian cards.

and regression of the chances of settlement -which
large faction such as Hamas along with their declared
support for its competitor Fatah.

controlling it in accordance with the Jordanian political
conditions.

The PA has not hidden its displeasure with the increased

made a surprise visit to Ramallah in late 2011, which
Ramallah were limited to the Jordanian and Egyptian
The visit aimed at supporting Abbas’s position vis-àvis Hamas and was considered a strong message of
assurance to the PA that the active relationship with
Hamas would not be at the expense of what Jordan

League in an Arab attempt to show goodwill in the wake
observer state in the United Nations; although there
was an Arab initiative entailing visits by senior Arab

The visit sent an additional message, that Amman
was not changing its alliances or ‘moving its gun from
one shoulder to another’, and that Jordan remained
12
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positions on the PA is the enormous transformations
witnessed in the internal Palestinian arena, represented
by the continuation of Hamas’ management of the
become a basic component of the Palestinian decisionmaking process due to numerous internal and external

Hamas succeeded in continuing to manage the

state of Palestinian division persists, especially as both
sides - Fatah and Hamas - remain engaged in a state

bringing about its failure and ousting it frompower. The
than one Arab country, enabled it to solidify its control
on the one hand, and brought bad omens for the PA on

region and the Muslim Brotherhood ascension to power
in Egypt in particular did not impose any urgency for

a huge accomplishment which contributes to imposing

the ousting of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt
encouraged Fatah to impose its conditions on Hamas in

of the leadership of the PA, and ensures its presence in
determining the future of the region on the regional and
international level.

the reconciliation two parallel lines that cannot meet.

These developments indicate that Hamas may be
a central player in the political transformations in the
region. Moreover, there are reports that regional and
international parties are making efforts to remove
Hamas from the European and American lists of
Brotherhood’s experimentended in Egypt, the transition
until further notice. This may not necessarily be in
Hamas’ interest.
Fatah, which was dealt a huge loss in the 2006
legislative elections on the levels of the legislative
cannot achieve any serious progress in the negotiations

Arriving at a proper Palestinian political reality, one
that is free from the prevailing state of division, can
such intervention will continue in one way or another.
The possibility of the Palestinians being able to steer
the ship of their cause to safety seems more realistic in
spite of the gloomy scene in the medium term.

changes in the surrounding Arab region, whether due
to the continuing mobility in the countries of the Arab
Turkey - which have tried repeatedly to invest in their
Palestinian relations.

relations and external alliances because its leadership
was able to entrench itself in two important leadership

Fatah was unable to adjust to the reality of Hamas’
in support of the program to bring about failure of
the government led by Hamas, and succeeded to
preoccupyit and preventing it from dealing with its
basic duties due to the regional siege and international
boycott.
13
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